Workplace accommodations: Occupational therapists as mediators in the interactive process
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Abstract. Employers are required under the Americans with Disabilities Act to provide qualified individuals with disabilities workplace accommodations if needed to enable their performance of essential job functions, maintain successful employment, and effectively contribute to the workforce and society. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and many federal courts recommend an “interactive process” between the employee and employer, to facilitate effective accommodations. Research demonstrates, however, that often the parties to the process are uncertain of their roles and responsibilities. Similarly, court decisions have not uniformly clarified the specific requirements of the interactive process or alternate best practices to achieve an effective outcome. This article asserts that an occupational therapist with special training in ergonomics may make a significant contribution to identifying and implementing effective workplace accommodations, by mediating the interactive process between employer and employee. This unique role is illuminated by examination of the occupational therapist’s professional expertise implementing a successful accommodation (case study) contrasted with an unsuccessful accommodation process that required litigation to resolve. Furthermore, we discuss the role of legal mediation principles in the occupational therapist’s practice, suggesting ways to improve accommodation outcomes and avoid litigation. Recommendations for future research and practice are presented.
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1. Introduction

The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) [1] provides that qualified employees with disabilities are entitled to reasonable workplace accommodations to perform the essential functions of their jobs. The value of workplace accommodations, as well as the challenges in providing them, is discussed widely in the literature [12,43,46,49,50,65]. This article explores how the accommodations process may be improved with the greater knowledge and expertise of an occupational therapist (OT) trained in ergonomics. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), which is responsible for implementing the employment provisions of the ADA, recommends an “interactive process” between the employee and employer, wherein the parties are expected to cooperate with collaborative dialogue and problem solving to identify and implement appropriate accommodations. However, facilitating such a process is a challenge, especially when parties to the interactive process are uncertain of their roles and responsibilities.
A review of ADA employment discrimination court rulings suggests that failed accommodations negatively impact employer-employee communication and trust, and generate unnecessary costs to all parties [46,55]. A consistent, effective process would ensure benefits for both parties, greater productivity from all employees, and equal opportunities for professional growth and advancement. Frequently, court rulings in ADA accommodation cases rely on expert testimony from the medical world, which focuses on the person’s impairment and the job functions they may not be able to perform. Moreover, judicial application of the interactive process is not consistent [3]. This environment creates an opportunity to introduce a more systematic approach that emphasizes participation, collaboration, and expert knowledge of the accommodation process. A recent change in the World Health Organization’s (WHO) International Classification of Disability, Function and Health (“ICF”), supports the call for a consistent interactive process with its emphasis on the interaction between a person and their environment, and the conception of the environment as facilitator (or barrier) to participation in work and other major roles in society [31,66].

This article discusses key aspects of the interactive process in the workplace that impact the effective resolution of an employee’s need for accommodation. It advances a model for a consistent interactive process with its emphasis on the interaction between a person and their environment, and the conception of the environment as facilitator (or barrier) to participation in work and other major roles in society [31,66].
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Accommodations are particularly low cost, beneficial, and effective, when a successful interactive process occurs between the employee with a disability and employer [7,15,30,60,62].

Providing workplace accommodation is a dynamic task. It challenges commonly used practices and held assumptions [62]. Unfortunately, current accommodation practices frequently breakdown or are unsuccessful because employers lack essential knowledge, inaccurately perceive accommodations as too costly [16, 50,52], hold negative attitudes about employing people with disabilities, fail to implement accommodations or abandon them within the early months of adoption, provide an unsupportive corporate culture, or the parties fail to communicate effectively [4,35,49,50,60,65, 67]. Employers with past experience in employing individuals with disabilities are more willing to provide accommodations [62].

Studies of “resistance strategies” help to identify the readiness levels of negotiating parties and optimal periods to proceed in the evaluation and intervention of workplace accommodations. Analyzing relevant case law, Sullivan [57] identified strategies used by some employers to influence the process in their favor. These strategies were confirmed by qualitative research [19] and are known to experienced ergonomists. They include generating fear of reprisal, giving misinformation, pejorative labeling of requesters as “lazy” or “trouble makers,” and telling requesters that accommodations would take a long time and would do little good.

On the other hand, Sullivan [57] identified employee strategies that caused breakdowns in this process: 1) failing to respond to an employer’s initial steps in formulating accommodations, 2) failing to provide medical information reasonably necessary, 3) being loud, abrasive or argumentative, or 4) resigning prior to completing the interactive process. Moreover, Frank and Bellini [19] concluded that the main barriers to successful accommodations are betrayal and broken trust, the overall aversive effect of facing an exhausting multitude of barriers, and fear of retaliation. Courts also criticize employers for not conducting the process in a timely manner, which leads to unnecessary fatigue of the parties, the employee’s growing anxiety due to the uncertainty of future employment, and further loss of trust between the parties [47]. These factors often lead to unnecessary and costly disputes and litigation [11].

In the next Part we discuss the role of the interactive process for improving accommodation outcomes.

### 3. The interactive process

Determining and implementing workplace accommodations is a multifaceted and demanding social process. Its success depends significantly on the participating parties’ willingness to engage with each other, tolerance for diversity, and responsiveness [21]. Technological advances, innovative workplace strategies, and changes in health and severity of disability require ongoing evaluation and modification of accommodations [37,50]. Implementing quality, beneficial, and cost-effective accommodations is not a simple matter of finding suitable assistive technology or removing physical barriers, but requires mutual understanding between employer and employee about individual capabilities and qualifications, business needs and resources, and known effective accommodation strategies. Open communications that prioritize and demonstrate equal value for the individuals involved further enhance job satisfaction [2,21].

The EEOC encourages the use of an interactive process to identify and implement successful and reasonable accommodations. To provide assistance to employers and employees in utilizing this process, the EEOC has promulgated regulations [70] (§§ 1630.1–1630.16, 1640, 1641) and interpretive guidance [70] (pt. 1630, App.).

The EEOC’s interpretive guidance outlines four steps involved in an interactive process:

1. **Analyze the particular job involved and determine its purpose and essential functions**;
2. **Consult with the individual with a disability to ascertain the precise job-related limitations imposed by the individual’s disability and how those limitations could be overcome with a reasonable accommodation**;
3. **In consultation with the individual to be accommodated, identify potential accommodations and assess the effectiveness each would have in enabling the individual to perform the essential functions of the position**; and
4. **Consider the preference of the individual to be accommodated and select and implement the accommodation that is most appropriate for both the employee and the employer** [7] (pt. 1630, App. §1630.9).
This process implies that quality communications between employer and employee are essential. However, this guidance is not legally binding on employers [20]. Although the EEOC refers to the interactive process in its binding regulations for implementing the ADA, it does so without providing specific details. Rather, the regulations state:

To determine the appropriate reasonable accommodation it may be necessary for the covered entity to initiate an informal, interactive process with the qualified individual with a disability in need of the accommodation. This process should identify the precise limitations resulting from the disability and potential reasonable accommodations that could overcome those limitations [70] (§ 1630.2(o)(3)).

Unlike other ADA regulations, which either specifically define a term such as “employer” or “substantially limits” [70] (§ 1630.2(f) & (j)), or articulate a required practice or prohibited action under the ADA [70] (see, e.g., § 1630.7), the EEOC is comparatively unclear about the “interactive process”. It is only suggestive. Consequently, the courts have given varying degrees of deference to the EEOC regulations, not uniformly recognizing the importance of, requiring, or hinging any liability on a party for failing to engage in an interactive process [3, Cite Rosenthal, 2007].

The US Courts of Appeals are divided into three camps: those that require an interactive process, those that find no duty to interact, and those that take a case-by-case approach to determining whether a party is liable for failing to engage in the interactive process [Cite Rosenthal, 2007]. According to Rosenthal [41], the Third, Fifth, Seventh, and Ninth Circuit Courts of Appeals find a duty to engage in an interactive process, triggered by the request for a reasonable accommodation. The Tenth and Eleventh Circuits consider the interactive process only a recommendation. The First and Eighth Circuits acknowledged that in some cases it will be necessary to impose liability on a party when an evaluation of their behavior shows an unreasonable lack of effort or bad faith causing a failure to provide a reasonable accommodation [41].

While guidelines such as those provided by the EEOC are informative, their non-binding nature and inconsistent application in court rulings contribute to an atmosphere where employers and employees with disabilities are uncertain regarding their rights and responsibilities [3]. This ambiguity was demonstrated by the US Supreme Court’s 2001 decision in US Airways, Inc. v. Barnett, involving job reassignment as a potential accommodation under the ADA. In Barnett, the Supreme Court declined to address whether the parties were required under the ADA to engage in an interactive process, or even if they had done so [5]. Without clear guidance from the Supreme Court, lower courts examine the facts at hand and may weigh the efforts made by each party, but are reluctant to mandate participation in an interactive process [3].

4. Models of practice

Professionals use several models of knowledge to understand the challenges of including a person with a disability in the workplace and the variables in implementing workplace accommodations. This Part examines how skills in mediation, ergonomics, and occupational therapy may improve the implementation of the interactive process. The practical implementation of these practices is discussed and demonstrated in Part IV.

4.1. Mediation and dispute resolution practice

Alternative dispute resolution (ADR), a method of resolving disputes using non-judicial mechanisms (e.g., mediation or arbitration), is favored by courts and popular among would-be litigants as it is less expensive, intimidating, and time consuming, and more responsive to case-specific needs than a traditional bench or jury trial [8,22]. While there are different ADR methods, each focuses on communication between the disputing parties and often involves a neutral third party or expert who assists in defining the issues, overcoming communication barriers, and exploring different options to achieve resolution [22]. In some cases, the neutral third party will conduct an investigation of the dispute and prepare a report and recommendation for its resolution [22]. In labor and employment, ADR is commonly used in the context of collective bargaining agreement negotiations, but also may be used as a means to resolve grievances [22].

One method of ADR that adapts well to the interactive process is Transformative Mediation [17,64]. The aim and outcome of this mediating process is not merely resolution, but “to gain greater clarity about each parties’ goals, resources, options, and preferences, . . . to support the parties own process of making clear and deliberate decisions,” and to recognize of each party’s needs, concerns, values, and reasons for the solutions they seek [17, p. 264].
Incorporating Transformative Mediation into the interactive process, in addition to making accommodations, provides a psychosocial contribution that will positively affect other problems and conflicts the employer and employee may face in the future. Additionally, both the employer and employee benefit from improvements in their awareness of resources, analyses of the options, and improved communication with one another.

The writings of courts and legal scholars that adopt the EEOC’s position further delineate the legal perspective on the interactive process using the mediating principles mentioned, showing that neither party will benefit from summarily dismissing the other side. Rather, both benefit from meeting with each other, reaching out to necessary informants to become knowledgeable about the employee’s condition and essential job skills, identifying and considering multiple accommodation alternatives, involving human resource or other relevant personnel, and documenting the ultimate resolution in the most cost-effective manner [4,14,25].

Moreover, using ADR in the interactive process may help maintain confidentiality, the employee continuing to work, and the employer avoiding monetary damages as a result of hostile responses to accommodation requests [58]. It is important that the mediator is familiar with the ADA, skilled in facilitative mediation, and knowledgeable of the medical, technical, and legal context of the situation [40]. It is our contention that an OT trained in ergonomics would successfully meet these criteria and has been an underutilized resource in this area.

4.2. The ergonomist and the ICF model

Ergonomists define their job as “the design and evaluation of tasks, jobs, products, environments and systems in order to make them compatible with the needs, abilities and limitations of people” (International Ergonomic Association, IEA, 2000). This definition emphasizes the importance of expertise in analyzing the human-system interface “in order to optimize human well-being and overall system performance” [28]. An ergonomist is a practitioner of human factors, who applies his/her knowledge to the analysis, design, testing, and evaluation of products, processes, and environments in the workplace, and to maximize worker productivity and reduce fatigue and discomfort [9]. Ergonomics is a young multi-disciplinary area of expertise that originally included engineers who focused on identifying hazards at work. In the recent decades, it has been opened to occupational medicine and rehabilitation experts to be further applied to accommodations process on a continuum, from prevention and protecting employees from unnecessary risk, to accommodating qualified employees with disabilities [12,29,57]. This development in ergonomics has opened significant opportunity to enhance health and participation in the labor market.

The WHO’s recent paradigm shift from the traditional medical model of disability to the ICF model [31,66] calls for ergonomics and occupational therapy to adapt their concepts and practices to the ICF model. The ICF model views disability as a socially-created phenomenon and not as a linear problem or attribute of the person. The ICF model further explains disability as created by an interaction between various health conditions and an inflexible environment, and brought about by the attitudes or features of the social and physical environment [31,66].

The preliminary ICF describes function and health with a disease or disorder. The ICF can be also used visa versa to describe work related factors influencing the health of employees, demonstrates how environmental conditions reduce participation and create a gap between capability in an optimal environment and the actual performance of a person. This may lead to cumulative disorders, or be mitigated by ergonomics on a continuum of prevention or intervention programs [26,30].

The traditional engineer ergonomist has many tools to analyze the risks at the work environment and to suggest sophisticated accommodations, mainly in the industry. In accommodation process for a person with disability an OT with training in ergonomics should be involved. The added value of the OT is the knowledge of disability and function, and the focus on the interaction among the person, activities, and environment, emphasizing social participation and well being [68,69]. They contribute to an interactive process through expertise in occupation and job analysis, and in assessing the person’s function and participation in classes of occupations and in the workplace [30,56]. Recent trends in OT definitions, literature, educational programs, and research tools emphasize a client-centered approach to help a person affect change and successfully negotiate relevant facilitators and barriers in the work environment [16,34]. Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the interactive ‘problem-solving’ process from the perspective of an occupational therapist implementing solutions between the employer and the employee, rather than a “problem management” approach. OT mediation of the interac-
5. Application & Discussion

In this Part we first analyze a case study of a successful accommodation facilitated by an OT utilizing ergonomic and mediating principles. Second, we analyze Phelps v. Optima Health, a decision of the First Circuit Court of Appeals to understand how the accommodation process failed. Finally, we apply the expertise of the OT with training in ergonomics and using Transformative Mediation to demonstrate how these tools would better facilitate the interactive process in Phelps. Recall that effective communication and active engagement with good faith are essential to the interactive process.

5.1. Case study – OT mediated accommodation

Mr. S. is a 46 year old, successful electrical engineer, who has been working for 16 years in a small and well-known private engineering company. He was in charge of many building projects, from the planning stage, through installing and inspecting complex electrical systems at building sites. A benign tumor was removed from his second cervical vertebrae, leaving him with a significant disability following a long rehabilitation process. All of his deep and superficial sensation from his neck downwards is diminished, and his left extremities remain painful and stiff. He has had to learn to move and use his body with external clues, facilitated by vision and hearing.

Mr. S’s personal motivation to go back to work and his support network are extraordinary. His employer wants him back to work with effective reasonable accommodations. The interactive process began at the rehabilitation hospital, and by inviting Mr. S. to collect information and discuss the various aspects of returning to work, including having lost the ability to perform...
many of his prior job tasks. These first experiences of the employer and Mr. S in the interactive process established the important basis of good faith and communication. During visits to the workplace, Mr. S presented the broad information he gathered: medical and occupational therapy, legal, insurance and financial, family, and optional technologies. For these discussions the employer gathered information about the consequences of Mr. S’s absence, his alternative contributions under a new job description, and financial, legal and business factors.

An independent and objective OT (this article’s first author who practices in Israel) was involved at this early stage through state funding for evaluating Mr. S’s work performance. During the evaluation Mr. S became more aware of the functional consequences of his diminished sensations in the work context (i.e., not feeling the keyboard keys, clicking unintentionally on the mouse, difficulty selecting keys on the cell-phone, writing quick notes during phone calls). He was trained to use an adapted optimal workstation for the activities he believed he would need. As a result, Mr. S set a goal to get back to his work gradually, working half time in the new administrative job, and driving to work independently.

In the next phase of the interactive process, the OT mediated the accommodation process with a job analysis and risk evaluation, identifying Mr. S’s strengths and the activities he can perform independently in his new situation; exploring with the employer an optional job description; considering alternative accommodations; and advocating the employer’s limitations (Table 1). The employer wanted to capitalize on Mr. S’s extensive experience and excellent relations with customers. As result of the interactive process a new job description was defined for Mr. S, coordinating the planning team for specific projects, preparing and negotiating budget proposals and problems with clients, and ordering supplies.

Additionally, the independent OT met with Mr. S and his employer at the workplace, and discussed appropriate activities and gradual part time work, an accessible location for his office, and infrastructure accommodations made by the employer involving technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention – the OT’s role in facilitating the interactive process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision steps</th>
<th>Consulting employee</th>
<th>Consulting employer</th>
<th>Mediating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Negotiate target outcomes</strong></td>
<td>Negotiate various levels of measurable outcomes (i.e. functional, personal, social)</td>
<td>Negotiate various levels of measurable outcomes (i.e. productivity, cost-effectiveness, ADA compliance, satisfaction)</td>
<td>Negotiate creative new optional accommodations and identify red signs for impossible changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Implementation of plans</strong></td>
<td>Identify optional accommodations and support; check match with employee needs</td>
<td>Identify partners to the process and their attitudes</td>
<td>Empowerment and encouragement for seeking funding; peers and union support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify steps, responsibilities, budget, policy,</td>
<td>Examine optional accommodations Training and assistance during changes</td>
<td>Consultation with engineers and policy makers for solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Examine optional accommodations Training and assistance during changes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Negotiate for options and their risk and price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Evaluate outcomes</strong></td>
<td>Comparing participation to the initial evaluation and measuring evidence-based improvement in function</td>
<td>Comparing effectiveness and productivity to the initial evaluation</td>
<td>Searching for direct and indirect cost–effective analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-satisfaction from the process, the participation and the accommodation</td>
<td>Usability contribution of accommodations for others</td>
<td>Evaluate the mediation process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluation of the decision making process</td>
<td>Employer’s satisfaction from the process, participation and accommodation</td>
<td>Discuss litigation consequences for each choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluation of the decision making process</td>
<td>Emphasize the outcome of this cycle of mediation as part of on-going communication &amp; accommodations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and furniture funded mainly by Israeli National Insurance. Five years after this accommodation process took place, Mr. S. continues working successfully and meeting his employer’s expectations. Flexibility and good communication remain essential. Figure 1 presents the modified workstation, providing Mr. S. with the necessary support for his body and arms (1). He uses a small inclined keyboard providing visual and auditory feedback with every key stroke (2), joystick mouse (3) and an external switch to click using the left hand (4), a headset for the telephone operated on the computer (5), and other equipment that suit the new activities. On his desk he leaves a written message (6), requesting that no one moves any items on his desk, because small changes may impede his work. This is symbolic of the important role of the worker in explaining his needs within the interactive process, showing he can contribute significantly with accommodations and positive attitudes.

5.2. Description of the case: Phelps v. Optima Health

In Phelps v. Optima Health [39], Phelps worked as a staff nurse for the Catholic Medical Center (CMC) from 1979 until 1983, at which time she injured her back and discontinued employment. CMC rehired Phelps in 1989 as a “per diem relief nurse” in their rehabilitation unit [39, p. 25]. Congruent to a medical model prognosis, Phelps was restricted by her physician from lifting more than twenty pounds. The manager of the rehabilitation unit evaluated the job demands of a staff nurse and the environmental risk factors at her workplace, which revealed that Phelps’s disability prevented her from carrying out the essential job functions of a staff nurse.

As often happens, her direct manager did not exhaust accommodation ideas, a practice recommended by the Job Accommodation Network [42], and instead created the position of “medication nurse” for Phelps, which did not involve lifting heavy objects [39, p. 25]. Due to a temporary shortage of nurses, Phelps was asked to stop working as a medication nurse and undertake patient care tasks in 1995. Unable to perform the normal tasks of a staff nurse, she shared her patient load with her sister who also worked in the rehabilitation unit. Phelps created her own accommodations with her sister carrying out the essential job functions she was unable to perform. This new arrangement was not officially reported to human resources or the Employee Health Department, but was unofficially approved by the rehabilitation unit manager.

In 1997, the nurse manager for the rehabilitation unit was replaced; the new manager requested that Phelps provide her with a recent physician’s report documenting her specific physical limitations. The report indicated Phelps was unable to lift fifty pounds; conse-

---

1 The court noted that the ADA does not require an employer to create a new position for a qualified employee with a disability.
Phelps’s new manager dismissed her from her position in the rehabilitation unit. Phelps, however, remained employed by CMC and immediately met with the human resources manager to discuss an internal transfer to a new position compatible with her physical limitations. Phelps indicated she required the same pay and scheduling flexibility that she had in her previous position. The CMC terminated Phelps in 1998 without re-employing her. The Court of Appeals ruled in favor of the CMC finding no discrimination under the ADA, since Phelps could not perform the essential functions of her job with or without accommodation.

The court determined that:

Phelps was not actively engaged in the interactive process: she turned down several job opportunities suggested by L’Heureux (the HR manager) and placed significant conditions on her reassignment severely limiting CMC’s flexibility. Moreover, the evidence indicates that CMC offered Phelps several potential alternatives, began the interactive process immediately after Phelps’s dismissal, returned her phone calls and letters promptly, and generally acted in good faith [39, p. 28].

The Phelps case illustrates a common dispute in work accommodation cases – a back problem and inability to lift a minimum weight – and a matter in which OTs are known for their expertise. In Phelps, it is unclear whether the interactive process was exhausted before litigation, or whether party effectively engaged the process in good faith. Hence, several questions arise: Was the accommodation process comprehensive and interactive in this case? Could it gain preventative advantages by an ergonomist mediating an interactive process?

5.3. Ergonomist as a mediator in the Interactive Process

The two cases presented illuminate the complex interaction between the employees’ strength and limitations, the essential job functions, and the work environment within the limitations of business needs that facilitated or hindered the employee’s participation in work. A successful interactive process depends on both the employee and employer providing critical information. The employee is expected to provide relevant information about work participation and disability, the activities he/she can perform, and facilitators and barriers to performing the essential job functions. The employer should be candid about business needs and resources, the costs of replacing the employee, and the employee’s unique strengths.

As in the case of Mr. S, these issues may be explored, measured and mediated by the ergonomist who gathers personal, medical and occupational information. OTs with a background in ergonomics are uniquely trained to collect this data, and to explore and determine work related problems, values, goals, and expectations collaboratively with the individual [56]. OTs help define the employee’s readiness to work and inform the determination whether to disclose the disability [18]. They also support the individual’s decisions and goal setting through standard assessments and observations regarding function at work, self appraisal of functioning, and observations in actual functioning (Table 1). As for the employer’s needs, the ergonomist may base the job analysis on evidence, either through assessments, observations, interviews or through data bases like the O*Net.

Two key and connected legal concepts are within the expertise of ergonomists’ interventions in the workplace: determining essential job functions and reasonable accommodations as demonstrated in Table 2.

Mr. S’s case demonstrates that an objective professional mediator may achieve better results preventing litigation and maintaining an experienced worker [29, 30]. The Phelps case shows how broken communication may lead to misperceptions of the ADA protections. Phelps argued that her employer reasonably could have accommodated her by allowing her to continue to share lifting duties with other nurses. However, the court noted that employers are not required under the law to exempt an employee from performing essential job functions; nor are they required to create a new job for the employee, which CMC did do. In this case, an objective professional mediator may have helped to clarify the rights and responsibilities of the parties, to develop a more realistic expectation of work conditions, and avoid litigation [11].

The case of Mr. S demonstrates how interactive communication and mutual cost benefit decision making may achieve better results for both parties: the ergonomist may facilitate an effective dialogue in the transformative mediation model, consulting the employer and employee to understand their goals, interests and priorities (see Table 1 supra). The ergonomist may utilize his or hers unique skills and expertise to listen, recognize, comprehend, and communicate these matters between the parties, and guide a dialogue toward a common resolution [8,17]. The employer gains from the ergonomist’s evidence-based job demand analysis and measures of the employee’s performance with and without various accommodations. This also assists an employer to conduct risk analysis and to implement injury preventative programs for all workers.
6. Recommendations and conclusions

Employers and persons with disabilities are likely to enjoy successful employment outcomes through increased knowledge and information sharing. Proactive policies that allow for matching between employees’ needs and job skills and available resources may help to bridge the gap between current and state of the art accommodations. Positive corporate cultures (i.e., the attitudes, policies, and practices of a business and its employees) are important to embrace open communications, goal exploration and sharing, and the employee’s active involvement in the accommodation selection and decision-making process [52,53,59].

The potential for and importance of workplace accommodations for qualified individuals with disabilities is clear in light of developments in human rights, technological innovations, and changing perceptions of the environmental barriers and facilitators for inclusion in work and in society at large. Effective workplace accommodations are essential for the economic independence and self-determination of people with disabilities, and to maintain a productive workforce.

This article aimed to further the dialogue about the ADA as understood by the courts and informed by the social model of disability to better understand the implementation of effective workplace accommodations. We incorporate concepts from mediation to demonstrate how ergonomists may serve as particularly useful facilitators in the ADA’s interactive process. This conceptual study suggests the need for greater use of employer-employee mediation principles facilitated by the experience of qualified ergonomists to promote quality communications, openness, and well-informed decision making.

It is still a conceptual change for most employers to view the implementation of accommodations through the interactive process [24], which also calls for further education and training of ergonomists to master those skills (i.e., using Transformative Mediation). This change hopefully will lead to new research and knowledge about the interactive process in practice, as illustrated by the difficulties encountered in the Phelps case, such as lack of communication and analytical breakdowns, and the long-term success of Mr. S’s accommodations.

There also is a need to develop more systematic assessments of the interactive process to address questions such as: Who participated in the decision making process? Was the employer or direct supervisor involved? What are each party’s goals, interests and resources? Has the documentation covered the components of an interactive process mentioned? What accommodations are suggested and what options discussed? What are the communication patterns in the interactive process between the employer and employee? How long did the process take? In what circumstances do lawyers become involved and what escalates such disputes? These questions may be assessed over time for different employers and involving persons with a range of disabilities. The long-term goal is to enhance the operation of the interactive process to facilitate greater success with effective accommodations for qualified workers with disabilities.
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